Outdoor Fireplaces & Grills
Timelessly Clean & Modern

J SERIES M2 - GAS
Light up the night! This sophisticated
outdoor linear or see-through gas fireplace
features LED interior lights and robust
flames. It’s the perfect accompaniment to
a chic outdoor cocktail party or a simple
and cozy fire with family and friends.
No collecting wood or minding the fire,
simply use the remote control to ignite
your flames, start the multi-colored LED
light display and enjoy the warmth and
ambiance this outdoor gas fireplace
provides.

60” SINGLE-SIDED

60” SEE-THROUGH

The J Series M2 modern
outdoor gas fireplace
is completely vent-free,
therefore offering greater
flexibility for your outdoor
patio design.

60” CORNER STYLE

J SERIES - GAS
A contemporary linear gas fireplace,
available in a corner style, that adds
warmth and tantalizing allure to your
outdoor living space. Featuring weather
resistant stainless steel and a completely
trimless aesthetic. Simple, clean and
timelessly modern.
Our entire line of J Series outdoor
fireplaces are vent-free, which eliminates
the need for venting and offers greater
flexibility for your outdoor design.

J SERIES 40H - GAS
The J Series outdoor, SeeThrough fireplace with its LED
lighting and weather-resistant
stainless steel now has a new
shape. At 40 inches wide, this
model has all of the features
that make the J Series M2
distinct.

40” SINGLE-SIDED

Additionally, the J Series 40H features a
choice of two burner types. The Linear
Burner creates an even line of flame that
looks impressive with our glass fire media
or Carrara Pebbles. The Campfire Burner
has tapered flames on the sides and
increases in height to the middle. Paired
with the Log Set media it creates a natural
campfire look. Both burners have robust
flames that dance about in mesmerizing
beauty.
40” SEE-THROUGH
LINEAR

CAMPFIRE

Fire Media for J Series Fireplaces

Amber Fireglass

Black Fireglass

Clear Glass

Cobalt Blue Fireglass

Pacific Blue Fireglass

Carrara Pebbles

Beach Stones

Beach Stones with Driftwood

Log Set

(available for the J Series 40”
Campfire Burner ONLY)

(available for the J Series 60”
models ONLY)

GYROFOCUS - WOOD
This seminal design, created by Dominique Imbert in
1968, was the first suspended, 360 degrees pivoting
fireplace. It is revolutionary as much for its technical
design as its groundbreaking style.

PAXFOCUS - WOOD
The wall version of the floating Ergofocus, the classy
and space-saving design of the Paxfocus outdoor
fireplace is a perfect fit for any patio. The woodburning, natural vent hearth allows warmth to be
radiated throughout your outdoor living space. With
its clean, minimal lines this fireplace adds a truly
unique conversation piece to your outdoor space.

ERGOFOCUS - WOOD
This suspended and rotating version of the
Paxfocus is a stunning option. Its pure, elegant
shape is not only perfectly proportioned, but
maximizes heat efficiency. The blend of function
and form makes the Ergofocus one of the most
popular of Focus’ suspended models.

ÉMIFOCUS - WOOD
This model’s elegant yet discreet
form, heat efficiency and easy
installation combine to create an
intimate and warm atmosphere in
a range of different settings, from
mountain ski chalets to suburban
back yards.

Finishes Available

Anti-Corrosion Black Paint

BATHYSCAFOCUS - WOOD
With a nod towards the sea, this
round, compact fireplace has a
serene, understated and warm
presence. This floating version of
the Émifocus rotates 360 degrees
so the fire can be turned to
create drama and ambiance in all
directions.

Hematite Rust

BUBBLE - FIRE BOWL
The Bubble is a contemporary wood-burning
fire bowl that brings its stylish originality to any
outdoor space. Its open fire provides the perfect
centerpiece to extend long summer nights or
take the chill off autumn evenings. The brazier’s
simplicity and sophistication, a hallmark of Focus
design, as well as its performance make it suitable
for a wide range of exterior settings, from gardens
to roof terraces to patios. Measuring 27 1/2” in
diameter, this wood burning fire bowl is equipped
with two rear caster wheels so it can be easily
moved on a flat surface. The basin can be removed
for maintenance and cleaning. The model’s anticorrosion finish is designed to withstand outdoor
conditions so it will keep its eye-catching look over
the seasons.
DIAGOFOCUS - OUTDOOR GRILL
Introducing the multi-talented Diagofocus - thanks
to its wheels, it can turn its back to the wind, or be
guided to the ideal location to avoid the eccentricities
of the winds and the seasons.
This attractive barbecue and welcoming outdoor
fireplace is also generous, protecting hosts and guests
from smoke, as well as guarding from the flames the
food that has been entrusted to it for grilling.

OPTIONAL COVER

SIGMAFOCUS - WALL BARBECUE
This steel wall barbecue folds up, so that
when closed it takes up limited space.
Attractive in both open and closed
positions, the Sigmafocus offers a range
of cooking heights. It is easy to attach
to any wall (there are only two fixation
points).

The generous ash pan allows the
barbecue to be used a number of
times without having to empty it
out. The mounting disc protects the
wall from smoke.
FOLDS UP WHEN NOT IN USE
SUNFOCUS - OUTDOOR FIREPLACE
This wall-mounted brazier serves up its
flames like an enthusiastic waiter. Its
elegance, simplicity and panache make
the Sunfocus radiate style. It can also be
used as a barbecue

Available Locally Through:

Or Find Your Local Dealer Today:
www.EuropeanHome.com
info@europeanhome.com

